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MESSAGE FROM Andy Swapp (BRANCH CHAIR)
Dear NW Members
As the country enjoys both the continuing fine sunny weather and the relative success of our England football team
in the World Cup, there is much to reflect on in our newsletter on the emergency planning incidents that have
affected the region in the last six months.
One of my add on roles at work is as a College of Policing accredited debriefer for major incidents and it seems
incredible having only recently facilitated the multi-agency debrief into the response to the impact of the snow and
high winds which hit the North West at the beginning of March, we are now struggling with the opposite ends of
the spectrum with the effects of the continuing hot and dry weather and in particular the moorland fires across the
Saddleworth and Winter Hill areas.
I thought I would take the opportunity to share some of the learning that came out of the severe weather debrief
which although it related to the Greater Manchester area can be equally applied to our other counties in the region
and across other emergency response incidents.
The key points referred to include the need to ensure that there is corporate media representation within the
command and control set up and that by utilising social media platforms more effectively it could raise the level of
situational awareness required by communities and individuals allowing those groups more opportunity to help
themselves or keep themselves safe.
Secondly when we pass our METHANE* messages between partner agencies we need to ensure that the
information is accurately disseminated to assist in the decision making to call a ‘major incident’ and to aid the flow
of information to staff on the ground.
Another consideration was how we use Resilience Direct in a more proactive and timely manner particularly for
mapping and information flow between agencies involved in a response situation.
Additionally there was also recognition of the need to continue to develop community responders/volunteers this
was highlighted following the response of the public to those motorists stranded in their cars on the M62 motorway,
with consideration to ensuring that whilst community response was a positive aspect and to be encouraged there
was also a need to ensure individuals do not place themselves at risk thereby compounding issues for the
emergency services.
Finally it identified that whilst we rely on the Met Office weather warnings to aid our response we need to be
mindful that local micro conditions may not reflect Met Office updates as in this instance high winds and snow
resulted in localised difficulties.
I would also like recognise on your behalf that once again the support of our Armed Forces to step up and assist
under the Military Aid to Civil Authorities (MACA) has been greatly appreciated by partners and the tasks that they
have undertaken have contributed hugely towards the overall emergency response.
So what all this activity does do is highlight the fact that our Branch members are at the centre of all types of
emergencies and major incidents either in the response or recovery stages and there is a continued need to learn
from previous incidents and train for the future risks and threats that may impact on our communities. As such the
EPS will continue to arrange relevant and high quality training events for its members, and hopefully we will have
that recognition and support from our employers to attend future events in order to both contribute to shared
learning and also to take away ideas and methods that will help us in our own workplaces.
I look forward to meeting you at one of the many free events that we have planned for 2018/2019 please spread the
word and encourage colleagues to link in to the EPS and come along to one of our Branch event so that they can see
for themselves the benefits of membership.
Take care and stay safe. Andrew
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From Chairs Note Page 1
*M/ETHANE is the recognised common model for passing incident information between services and their control rooms.
All services have used similar models for passing information in the past but JESIP has instigated the use of a common
model which will mean information can be shared in a consistent way, quickly and easily, whoever the information is
passing between.
See link below for further information
https://www.jesip.org.uk/methane

BRANCH MINUTES
The Minutes to the Branch Meeting are here and also posted on the North West Branch page
of the Emergency Planning Society website
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Branch Study Day 15th May 2018

Executive
Members

Thanks to JRLO Ray Carolin, Fulwood Barracks for hosting the EPS Study Day

Chair:

Andrew Swapp

The presentation detailed on how the army is made up in the North West

Vice Chair:

Julie Ferguson

Regular Army
Army Reserves
Officer Cadets – NW OTR.
ACF Cadets.

Treasurer:
Secretary:

Jenny Jones
Jenny Jones

The UK standby battalion is on short notice to respond to anywhere in the UK.

Events:

Bernard Kershaw

Comms:

Rachel Hutchinson

HQ NW core outputs:
Engagement
UK resilience
Real life support
Examples of Army support:
Op Olympics 2012
Security
Op Pitchpole 2014
Pumping of flood water and Humanitarian Assistance
Op Shaku 2015/16
Repairing Flood defences
Op Temperer 2015 +
Troops to support police officers in key locations following a major terrorist attack.

It was agreed that the Newsletter
would only be issued twice a year
from now
Spring/Summer

Information bulletin
Autumn/Winter.
All articles gratefully received.

The military costs for emergency support – marginal costs are claimed however if this is
something pre-planned full costs will be claimed.
New Doctrine available online – ukresillience.gov
MACA - Military Aid for Civil Authorities.
MACA principles
Military response 3 pillars.
Command, Control & Liaison.
Communication.
Capabilities.
Contingent capabilities
EOD (Op Tapestry)

HAVE YOUR SAY
What better way than through
this newsletter,
Contact:

Jenny Jones Jenny.Jones@
westlancs.gov.uk
Or
Rachel Hutchinson
Rachel.Hutchinson@
blackburn.gov.uk

Branch Study Day 7th September 2017 (by Sarah Riley)
Andrew Swapp the Branch Chair introduced the event
held at Environment Agency, Cumbria and Lancashire at
Ghyll Mount, Penrith. This was well attended event
which welcomed some of the new members.
The event started by Daniel Bond and Paul Thompson
providing an overview of the EA and their roles and
responsibilities. This was followed by 4 case studies and
a question time session.
Overall this was an extremely informative event providing
an excellent insight into the EA’s roles, responsibilities,
procedures, response and assets that are available.
Case Study 1 was presented by Trevor Marsh who provided an overview on the growing waste sector and
increase risk of waste site fires. He explained that although there has been a reduction overall in the total
number of fires since 2011 the latest review indicates that the number of serious and significant fires
remains constant at a rate a little above one a month. Waste sites are usually regulated under EA issued
Permits which have a list of conditions the site must comply with and all new waste sites must have a Fire
Prevention Plan is in place before they start operation—with this in place aims to reduce waste fires across
England by 50% and provide assistance to the fire and rescue service in fighting fires at waste sites.

Case Study 2 was presented by Nancy
Lawton who described what radiation
incidents are and how these have the
potential to expose people and the
environment to radioactivity. Nancy
discussed various radiation incidents, the
EA’s visit to Fukushima TEPCO in
November 2016 and the many similarities
in the significant challenges Sellafield and
TEPCO face along with how the lessons
learnt from TEPCO on effluent and
groundwater management have provided
assistance and how they now have arrangements in place to help each
other. Nancy went on to explain the nuclear regulations and that the
NW Regional site of Sellafield is recognised as one of the most
challenging industrial sites within Western Europe.

Case Study 3 was presented
by Andy Brown and looked
at flooding incident types, the
impact, people, BCM and
recovery following storms
Desmond/Eva/Frank

Case Study 4 looked at the EA’s continuous improvement
programme, leadership and behaviours, interoperability,
mutual aid, incident planning, resilience and supporting
communities remaining at risk and was presented by:-

Suzanne Hynd - Explained the EA’s concept of operations, principles, benefits,
framework for managing incidents, chain of command, and how this enables
scalable and flexible responses.
David Snaith – Explained how the EA Major Incident Plans support their
preparedness for, response to, and recovery from major incidents and will
compliment existing plans i.e. Multi Agency Flood Plans. Their plan covers
Cheshire, Merseyside, Greater Manchester, Lancashire and Cumbria.
Nathan Insole – Explained how the EA were visualising what is and will happen
and discussed some of the assets which included the incident command vehicle,
iPads in the field, mapping and drones, which assist the EA in being incident ready.
Graeme Kelly – Explained about temporary barriers & ultra high volume pumps
(UHVPs). There is a national stock of 40km, 1m high temporary barriers which
take approximately 1 hour per 100m with 8 operatives to be
deployed. There is a
national resource of 20 UHVPs, 198 HVPs and 175 SVPs. There is also a
temporary defence deployment plan in place for Ribchester.
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Photos of the Study Day & Museum …….
Caption Competition ……..
What is Geordie
thinking….?
Answers
to
Jenny or Rachel

It should be noted that Lt Col R Carolin, Joint Regional Liaison Officer, HQ North West.
is retiring this summer from his role.
Many thanks to Ray for all of his hard work with the North West Branch, the Lancashire Resilienc
Forum and for all of the additional work he undertook in the background in making partnerships work
Best wishes from all of us to Ray in his retirement.

Save the Dates …….
Emergency Planning Society - 10th /11th September AGM and Building Back Workshop
https://www.the-eps.org/
Study Day Thursday 26th September 2018 at Lancaster Royal Infirmary
- NHS Cyber Attack, Storm Desmond, etc.
AGM Thursday 26th September 2018 at Lancaster Royal Infirmary (follow on from Study Day)
Seminar Tuesday 30th October 2018 at Manchester University
Recovery from an Emergency - Manchester Arena Attack -

ce
k.

Exercise Falcon Rose April 2018—Mark Taylor - Lancashire County Council
The Lancashire Resilience Forum (LRF) conducted a 2-day table top counter terrorism exercise with Counter Terrorism
Police HQ (CTPHQ). The exercise was split into two main parts; Day 1 focussing on the response to CT incidents; Day 2
concentrating on recovery aspects.
Day 1 – Response
Objectives

to examine the roles and responsibilities during the response to a multi-location terrorist incident within the county

validating generic and specific plans associated with such incidents

to embed multi-agency working amongst participants

to reinforce JESIP principles and procedures.
For the purpose of the exercise the 59 participants and 10 exercise facilitators were all co-located and the likely
difficulties that would occur with coordination and communication between all level of command and control were
continually considered.
Day 1 consisted of a series of phased scenario injects, based on 2 emerging terrorist incidents in 2 separate towns, (1 x
explosive device and 1 x vehicle based attack) for which participants had to consider a response. Each task allowed
syndicate tables to consider their own individual agency response and then work together as a team to offer collated multiagency feedback.
The feedback was extremely positive, with the main learnings from Day 1:

Initial responders to clarify their policies for committing resources to deploy forward during such incidents;

All responders to develop or review 'go-critical' plans and arrangements;

The impacts and challenges of multiple site incidents including multiple command and control arrangements and
the communication between them;

Extremely important to designate a multi-agency RVP at the earliest possible stage.
Day 2 – Recovery
Objectives

to validate the Lancashire Resilience Forum Generic Recovery Plan (Part 1), supported by Local Authority specific
recovery plans (Part 2's)

consider which local authority would take the lead for an incident that spans several administrative area

identify the recovery issues that would need to be addressed and to consider what the key objectives, targets,
milestones should, including how the affected communities should be involved.
52 participants attended the Day 2 workshop, including Local Authorities, Emergency Services, Military and Central
Government.
Using the base scenario from Day 1, participants were posed a series of tasks, based on the layout of the generic recovery
plan, and were asked if their organisation was leading, how would it be delivered and also how their own individual
organisational recovery plans would support a coordinated multi-agency response for the recovery phase.
Many learning points were identified during the workshop, including:

Arrangements are needed for a central hub to provide support services to those affected by emergencies;

The public response to such incidents will be enormous and the local community can play a vital part in limiting the
impact;

Cash donations from the public may occur extremely quickly and the management of these can be difficult and time
consuming so consideration should be given to having a scheme set-up ready to use;

Incidents of this nature can have a devastating affects on responding personnel, including those supporting frontline responders (e.g. control room staff) so all organisations should have robust staff welfare arrangements in place.
For more information please contact mark.taylor@lancashire.gov.uk

